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Vertigo Theatre is committed to creating a welcoming atmosphere for schools and to assist teachers and parent 
chaperones with that process. It is our wish to foster and develop our relationship with our student audience 
members. It is our intention to create positive theatre experiences for young people by providing study guides 
and post-show “talk backs” with our actors and theatre personnel, in order to enrich students’ appreciation of 
theatre as an art form and enhance their enjoyment of our plays.
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Introduction
This pack offers an outline of the research-based process and endorsements for Caroline Horton’s 
production Mess. The show was developed and supported by leading clinicians and researchers 
in the field of eating disorders and by Beat, the UK’s largest charity for people affected by 
eating disorders. We have collated feedback from these experts, as well as feedback from general 
audiences, teachers and students to give a clear sense of how the show was developed and received 
in the UK. This pack also contains details of the Eating Disorder Awareness Workshop that was
developed alongside the show and taken into schools.

Welcome to the Study Guide for Vertigo Theatre’s presentation of MESS. 

In this guide you will find information about the play, the subject, and some links to resources 
where you can learn more. 

Unlike many of our study guides we did not include pre-show activities or much in the way of 
post show games and exercises. Due to the sensitivity of the subject and the nature of Eating 
Disorders we ask that this study guide be only used as an introduction and that students be 
referred to a a professional for in-depth discussion, identification of EDs or treatment. 

As this study guide was developed in the UK, we’ve had our friends at the Eating Disorder 
Support Network of Alberta (EDSNA) contribute some information. Keep an eye out for 
bubbles like the one below where you can read thoughts and information provided by EDNSA.

Josephine is putting on a play - Boris and Sistahl help. It’s about anorexia. But don’t let that put 
you off. Unflinchingly they confront big issues (and extremely tiny ones). Today they will tackle a 
particularly thin elephant in the room. Obsession, addiction and not wanting to get out of bed: a 
play with songs from 2013 Olivier Award nominated Caroline Horton (You’re Not Like Other 
Girls Chrissy). 2012 Stage Award Winner for Best Ensemble.

“Comes perilously close to genius and announces Horton as a major major talent”
★ ★ ★ ★ Time Out

★ ★ ★ ★ Evening Standard      ★ ★ ★ ★ Financial Times
★ ★ ★ ★Metro       ★ ★ ★ ★ The Independent

Mess was funded by a Wellcome Trust Arts Award. In the UK the Wellcome Trust is one of the 
leading funders of medical and social research. They aim to improve health in the UK through 
funding innovative research and public engagement projects. Mess was funded by a Wellcome 
Trust Arts Award, which support imaginative and experimental arts projects that engage with an 
aspect of biomedical science, health or well-being.

EDSNA 
comments!
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‘We can’t quite tell when you’re acting and when you’re not.’ We had spent three days in a dark 
rehearsal space and had finally confessed that we had no idea what was going on. Some months 
previously, Caroline Horton had contacted us, as she wanted to have eating disorder professionals 
on board with the project. We didn’t really know how we could be helpful. After all, we’d probably 
only been in theatre a handful of times, and certainly only as audience members! Three days in, and 
we still weren’t any the wiser. In fact, we were quite alarmed that in just a matter of hours the play, 
or whatever it was that we/they were creating, was supposed to be performed and there didn’t seem 
to be any play at all. Not even a script!

Given all of this, we were filled with amazement and admiration when, at the first work in progress 
performance at the Tristan Bates Theatre, quite suddenly a collection of scenes had turned into a 
clever, moving and funny play about anorexia. Since then, both the piece itself, and our role within 
it, has gone through a huge evolution. Mess has grown into a full length piece, has been performed 
at numerous venues, and in front of all sorts of people, including patients with eating disorders, 
those who have struggled with eating in the past, and the scientific community in the field. And 
through all of this, the magic of that first performance is still present. 

For us, it has been a real pleasure to be part of this project. We have learned a new language, and 
feel privileged to have been let into the experience of recovering from an eating disorder and the 
journey of translating this to the stage. Caroline, Hannah and Seiriol are enchanting performers 
and have successfully managed to create a personal story about anorexia that captures the public, 
professionals and sufferers alike.

Dr Peter Musiat and Dr Helen Sharpe

FOREWORD FROM THE PUBLISHED 
METHUEN PLAYTEXT

BY DR HELEN SHARPE AND 
DR PETER MUSIAT

Section of Eating Disorders, Institute of 
Psychiatry, King’s College London
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FEEDBACK FROM PROFESSOR ULRIKE SCHMIDT, 
INSTITUTE OF PSYCHIATRY | KING’S COLLEGE LONDON

FEEDBACK FROM SUSAN RINGWOOD
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OF BEAT

In Mess, Caroline Horton and her team offer a completely fresh perspective on anorexia 
nervosa, a devastating and deadly mental illness. The story of Josephine’s recovery from 
anorexia is told through key moments in her relationship with her friend Boris, who is 
well-meaning but extremely prone to actual and perceived blunders. The tension between
these two very different characters makes for moving, provocative, and extremely 
funny viewing. However, the laugh is never at the expense of the sufferer but at the 
ridiculousness of the situations that the illness forces the protagonists into. The use of 
humour and clowning to tell this story is daring and novel, but it works. I wholeheartedly 
recommend this.

Professor Ulrike Schmidt
Professor of Eating Disorders
Head of Section of Eating Disorders
Consultant Psychiatrist South London and Maudsley NHS Foundation Trust

Mess is a truly remarkable piece of theatre. Eating disorders thrive on secrecy and shame, 
but Mess brings the illness out into the open in a way that will change both hearts and 
minds. Its honest and insightful portrayal will bring hope to anyone affected by an eating 
disorder. Recovery is possible, life is for living and the fight for the future not ruled by 
anorexia is worth it.

Susan Ringwood - Chief Executive of Beat
(The UK’s leading charity supporting people with eating disorders)
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FEEDBACK FROM DR HELEN SHARPE 
Phd in eating disorder prevention in schools 
from King’s College London, supervised
by Prof. Ulrike Schmidt

FEEDBACK FROM DR PETER MUSIAT
Phd in eating disorders, from King’s College 
London supervised by Prof. Ulrike Schmidt

It has been a wonderful experience working with Caroline and the team developing Mess 
over the last year. Caroline has been very keen to involve different experts from the area 
of eating disorders and I have been present during much of the rehearsal time. We have 
spent a lot of time with the cast and director discussing the nature of eating disorders, 
including risk factors, signs, symptoms and treatments, as well as typical experiences of 
friends, families and carers.

Mess is a very sensitive and moving piece of theatre about anorexia nervosa. It provides 
a subtle exploration of the condition, with a focus on the need for order and routine and 
the use of restricting as a means of managing anxiety (rather than a more stereotypical 
portrayal of the condition being exclusively about weight and shape). The use of humour 
has been managed carefully, ensuring that the joke never falls on the condition itself. 
The contrast between the ‘highs’ of the comic moments and the ‘lows’ of the quieter ones 
makes for a very powerful piece, which is starting to capture a sensitive story of anorexia. 
In particular, the clowning of Boris, the friend character, who tries with all the best 
intentions to get things right, yet always seems to fail, is particularly poignant for those 
who have cared for a loved one with anorexia.

It has been a great honour to be involved in the development of Mess and to work with 
Caroline Horton, Alex Swift and the team. Caroline has worked passionately to create a 
play telling her personal experience of struggling with anorexia, but at the same becomes a 
voice for other people suffering or having recovered from an eating disorder. 

Caroline and her team managed to respectfully approach the difficult topic of anorexia 
(and eating disorders in general) and the impact of the disorder on the sufferer and the 
carers, portrayed by the characters Josephine and Boris. The piece has touched audiences 
from different backgrounds and offers the opportunity for the audience to not only hear 
about a personal story from a sufferer, but also gain insight into the challenges of living 
with an eating disorder beyond the issues around food or weight and shape.

The feedback from carers and sufferers has been very positive. Patients, who were shown 
a video recording of a performance, confirmed that the play is addressing the issues 
in a sensitive manner and that they felt the use of clowning to achieve this was very 
appropriate and powerful.
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ARTICLE FOR THE TIMES
BY EMMA WOOLF, AUTHOR OF AN APPLE A DAY AND 
THE MINISTRY OF THIN

Life as an Anorexic – On Stage

For all its jokes and silly songs, a new play about anorexia confronts the “uncomfortable” 
illness to breathtaking effect.
It may look dramatic from the outside, but from the inside anorexia is cold, miserable 
and lonely. In November 2010 I started a column in The Times charting my determined 
efforts to recover from the illness, from which I have suffered since my early twenties. 
Looking back on my ten-year experience, I remember hardly any drama. It’s a constant 
psychological battle between your willpower and your hungry body: any need for rest or 
food must be ignored; anything that isn’t painful is weak; anything that isn’t punishing is a 
waste of time. Those were the rules that governed me. How do you dramatise that? 
MESS, Caroline Horton’s play about anorexia, confronts this “uncomfortable” illness to
breathtaking effect. The play, which debuted at the Traverse Theatre at last year’s 
Edinburgh Festival and won The Stage Award for Best Ensemble, sets out to demystify 
anorexia, the “thin elephant in the room”, through words and music. In February I had 
seen Lean, a play about male anorexia. I wanted to admire it, but came away feeling angry 
and upset. Perhaps the playwright (Isley Lynn) hadn’t experienced anorexia — in any case 
she misrepresented it. First, the myth that anorexics don’t eat: of course they do, otherwise 
they would die. Second, that you might “cure” the illness by cooking delicious meals, as if 
you could tempt an anorexic to eat. Third, the description of anorexia as passing through a 
pain barrier and reaching a state of bliss “where nothing hurts and nothing can hurt you”. 
Anorexia is neither pain nor bliss, just an ongoing struggle with hunger. For me, almost 
nothing about Lean rang true; everything about Mess did. It’s an exuberant, engaging 
and, above all, honest portrayal of anorexia and recovery. Horton, the writer and lead, has 
personal experience, having suffered from her teens into her twenties, and it shows in the 
piece. Mess was conceived following a talk she gave at her old sixth-form college, says 
Horton, who won The Stage Award for Best Solo Performer 2010 for You’re Not Like The 
Other Girls Chrissy, a play about war and love, and for which she has just been nominated 
for an Olivier Award. Sipping wine after Mess’s first night in the Parabola Arts Centre 
in Cheltenham, she says: “In the talk I made a passing reference to my difficulties with 
anorexia. Afterwards I found myself surrounded by students, parents, teachers, all with 
their own stories to tell.” I had the same experience when I started my column. Everyone 
you meet wants to tell you about their problems with food. We think of eating disorders 
as abnormal, but I have received thousands of readers’ letters and e-mails. All recount 
similar experiences: using food as a reward or punishment, starving or bingeing to deal 
with emotions, anxiety over weight gain, above all the fear that if you start eating it will 
all spin out of control. Mess tells the story of Horton’s Josephine, who has anorexia, and 
her friends Boris (played by Hannah Boyde) and Sistahl (Seiriol Davies). It is a beguiling 
mixture of mime, slapstick and fairytale, with a flavour of Alice in Wonderland and 
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musical interludes ranging from dramatic organ music to Eighties synth pop. It sounds unbearably twee; it 
isn’t. It’s beautifully staged, with a magical set: a mysterious white tower to which Josephine retreats in her 
blue silk dress when life gets too much, a huge white duvet, a patchwork parasol hung with the medals she 
wins every time she resists food. Sistahl is a sort of master of ceremonies and, occasionally, a doctor. Boris is 
the loyal friend Josephine shuts out as the disorder takes hold. Trying to say the right thing and constantly 
saying the wrong one, he reminds us of how hard it is to tiptoe around eating disorders. He is also the voice 
of sanity as Josephine spirals downwards. He encourages her to eat, even trying brutal honesty, telling her 
at one point: “I won’t be there at your funeral.” When that fails, he does all a friend can do: he is there for 
her until she decides she wants to get better. In one moving, bittersweet scene, Boris brings Josephine a 
tiny birthday cake with one candle. As any anorexic will know, this is problematic (I couldn’t eat my own 
birthday cake for more than ten years). The organ music swells and you can see the panic in Josephine’s 
eyes. Eventually she takes a nibble, telling Boris “I’ll save the rest for later” — then goes swimming to 
work off the calories. There isn’t much funny about anorexia, but Mess is funny and exuberant and honest. 
Horton acknowledges the complexity of portraying anorexia: “It’s an illogical, scary illness ... no one knows 
what to do.” It seems mad to outsiders, that someone who is severely emaciated should worry about “getting 
fat”. From the inside it makes perfect sense. And this is what Mess conveys so well: the disconnect between 
the inner logic — the sense of achievement and exhilaration of anorexia — and the outer illogic. Josephine 
is literally paralysed in front of food, and this is how it really is: when your brain is starved, you lose the 
ability to think, act or eat rationally. And Mess is daring, too: through Josephine’s experience Horton 
communicates what is so addictive about anorexia: “The numbers going down, down, down; being too tiny 
for even the smallest trousers; when you get out of bed and everything goes black you know you’re winning 
and nothing can stop you.” At times, I found it hard to watch. The title is significant. Recovery from any 
addiction is messy because life is messy — and even more so with an eating disorder. With most addictions 
you must simply avoid the addictive substance at all costs, but with anorexia you have to let the tiger out of 
the cage three times a day. I’m often asked: “So are you recovered, or recovering?” (I’ve even been called a 
fraud on the internet; still too thin, not thin enough.) The play tackles the complex issue of recovery head-
on, in an ending that is not an ending, and a recovery that is almost, but not quite, a recovery. Like Horton, 
Josephine has ups and downs. She oscillates between the high, breakthrough moments: buying herself an 
icecream on the beach for the first time, saying out loud “I’m hungry” (I remember how hard that was) 
and the low points: when she admits to her psychiatrist that “anorexia helps me to be OK”. Or when she 
glimpses the sharp hips of another anorexic in the mental hospital and finds herself thinking: “I want it 
back.” Ultimately it’s Josephine’s boredom with anorexia that saves her — “I want to think about something 
else” — that and her sheer bloody-mindedness. She dons a bright red crash helmet. She physically shakes 
off the rigid control, the charts and the weigh-ins. She throws herself at the world in all its messy, chaotic 
unpredictability. In art, as in our own life stories, it is tempting to tie things up in a neat bow; to impose 
endings where no ending exists. Anorexia isn’t like that, and the play bravely acknowledges the incomplete 
nature of recovery — Boris reminds Josephine that “no one is OK all of the time”. Like any addiction, 
you’re probably never completely “over it”; remnants of anorexia remain. Horton is refreshingly honest 
about her own imperfect recovery: “Most of the time I feel like I’ve fixed it ... but there were times when 
the anorexic behaviour switched into other eating disorder behaviours. The general movement has always 
been forward, despite some setbacks back along the way.”

Emma Woolf
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FEEDBACK FROM BEAT YOUNG AMBASSADORS

Beat is the UK’s leading charity for anyone affected by eating disorders. Caroline
partnered with them throughout the development of the show. A key element of
that partnership was working with four Beat young ambassadors who were in
recovery from an eating disorder and now trying to raise awareness. They came to
see the show and gave their feedback on the performance and their thoughts
and feelings around the work.

BEAT – Young Ambassador
Frances Good

Being a young adult in recovery from an eating disorder that controlled and ruled my life for 
many many years I was extremely excited and intrigued when I found that ‘Mess’ was a play 
that covered the ups and downs of eating disorders following a girl and her best friend on 
their journey.

I believe plays like this are so very important as they get people talking about matters that 
have been a bit of a taboo in the past. For myself in recovery I feel so grateful to see a story 
so similar to my own being explored and shown to others. I feel that if I’d seen it while I was 
still actively in my eating disorder it would have given me the hope and desire for life that the 
eating disorder had stolen from me. I also feel it’s so important for carers of those with eating 
disorders to see that they are not alone but also to have the opportunity to really understand 
what eating disorders are about.

I feel using humour will lighten the tone enough so that people will find it easier to talk
about. I feel it’s important for people to be able to speak about what is a very important 
subject and while the humour won’t be making light of a very serious illness it could lift the 
tone, allowing discussions to come from it. Also looking back at some of the things my eating 
disorder made me do make me laugh as they were so ridiculous, so for an outsider it is funny, 
but mixed with that we will see Josephine’s pain and loneliness.

Eating disorders are fatal illnesses if left untreated so plays like Mess are a vital part of
getting the ball rolling and really exploring them. I don’t feel there is enough information and 
a good enough range of ways to get help and understand eating disorders. A play about them 
opens up another form of media and will allow those who find books and websites hard to 
relate to another option.

I truly believe in the play and having met Caroline and seen the love, dedication and
commitment there I really believe it could form something so beautiful and essential to
society. It’s not only a play and a touching story, it’s the painful reality of so many people’s 
lives.
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BEAT – Young Ambassador
Hannah Star

‘Mess’ by Caroline Horton is a wonderfully artistic piece based on Josephine’s battle - and recovery- from 
the eating disorder Anorexia Nervosa. The character of Josephine is portrayed in a sensitive, realistic way, as 
opposed to portraying particular stereotypes, or glamorizing the illness. Josephine’s best friend, Boris is also 
portrayed very well- he represents the family and friends of a sufferer, and we as an audience watch as he 
tries his best to help Josephine with her recovery.  In my opinion, the piece dealt with the topic of anorexia 
in a sensitive and enlightening way. We as an audience learn about certain behaviours and rituals that an 
anorexic suffers from (eg. her struggle with eating the apple, the cutting of the apple into small pieces, items 
in Josephine’s room being perfectly neat and organised etc ) , without showing toomuch, this is good because 
it gives people an insight but without seeing too much, as some people could find this triggering. Boris deals 
with Josephine’s struggles with food in a generally light hearted way, and we often see his awkwardness and 
desperation for Josephine to eat. As an audience we empathise with him as we feel his hopelessness in trying 
to help Josephine, but we also feel empathy for Josephine, as we watch her struggle not only physically eating, 
but with dealing with thoughts and feelings too. As someone in recovery from anorexia, I felt a great sense of 
comfort watching the piece. I related so much to Josephine as a character- the feelings of isolation, loneliness, 
and the general struggles with food and the emotional attachment to the eating disorder. I found the use of 
song to express her mourning for Anorexia enlightening and a wonderful abstract idea. I completely related 
to the situation of people thinking a sufferer is fine when they’ve gained weight and are eating better, when 
in reality the person still faces the daily battle and all the thoughts and feelings that recovery from an eating 
disorder brings. I felt Josephine’s anger and frustration towards Boris as he said all the wrong things and didn’t 
understand why Josephine was upset when she looked ‘so much better’. This section helps audience members 
understand the illness a bit more- that it’s so much more a mental illness than a physical one and that a 
sufferers physical state is only a symptom and effect of the chaos in their disordered mind. It also might help 
a friend/ family member of a sufferer know what / what not to say, and what kind of things help in recovery. 
Regarding the style of the show, I loved that it was in clown style and used a lot of humour. The fact that so 
much of the piece was light hearted and humorous, made the serious parts even more serious and hard-hitting, 
due to the drastic drop in mood. It’s unusual and a bit ironic for plays involving eating disorders to deal with 
them in such a lighthearted manner, but for me I found that it portrayed the seriousness of eating disorders 
brilliantly, more so than if the whole play had been downbeat and depressing. Another thing I liked about the 
piece is that there was a sense of hope at the end. Josephine made it clear that with an eating disorder, you don’t 
know what’s going to happen tomorrow or in the future regarding recovery and relapses - this helps make it 
clear to the audience that anorexia never ‘goes away’ , a sufferer just learns how to gain more control over it and 
how to use healthier coping mechanisms for their thoughts and feelings, as opposed to using ED behaviours) 
, but that we have to take each day at a time and hope for the best. I completely related to this, and found it a 
wonderful ending to the piece that sums up recovery well. Recovery is a journey not a destination, Josephine 
shows this really well. I think the show is important because it portrays Anorexia in a realistic, sensitive, artistic 
and humorous way. I think its suitable for all kinds of people- for sufferers, to give them hope that recovery 
is possible, and that they’re not alone regarding what they’re going through, - for friends and family, they can 
relate to Boris and learn about what to/not to say to help a sufferer, and for members of the general public- to 
gain knowledge about Anorexia and recovery. Mess is enlightening, interesting and unique as a piece, I believe 
everybody should have the opportunity to see this brilliant piece of work.
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BEAT – Young Ambassador
Jasmine Turner

I was a bit cautious about coming to see a show about anorexia having recovered myself but I think the 
subject was approached so well. It was sensitive and subtly done, I liked that I wasn’t having the idea of 
an eating disorder basically thrown in my face. For people who haven’t experienced anorexia it gave an 
insight into the controlling world and the difficulty of expressing emotions through a healthy way that 
anorexia causes instead of just focusing on the food aspect and the misconception that eating disorders 
are just about being thin and not eating. I think it portrayed the idea of it being a mental illness very 
well. From my own point of view I felt like I was re-visiting an old friend. I could relate to the story, 
which gave me a sense of comfort but I was able to relive some of those feelings of anorexia without 
hurting myself. It was nice that I was able to leave after the show and felt I was able to disconnect 
myself from the story. I had spent an hour
back in the world of anorexia where quite honestly a part of me felt at home but then I could let go 
because a bigger part of me loves my new healthy life. I loved the ending because it really seemed to 
sum up recovered life for me. You never know what will happen tomorrow or the next day. I think I 
often worry about what is to come but watching the show made me think, you know what, I really 
don’t know what’s going to happen, it is all a bit of a mess but I can accept that because I’m happy to be 
where I am now.
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‘MESS’: A WORK IN DEVELOPMENT REPORT ON 
ETHICAL ASPECTS

Professor Tony Hope, Anne Stewart
The Ethox Centre, Department of Public Health, University of Oxford

‘Mess’ is a stage performance about the eating disorder, anorexia nervosa. It has been 
written by Caroline Horton and performed by Caroline and two other performers. It tells 
a version of Caroline’s personal story of anorexia nervosa including her recovery from the 
disorder. It is a piece of theatre and is not primarily intended either to teach people about 
the condition or to be therapeutic. ‘Mess’ has been developed with advice and input from 
Professor Ulrike Schmidt, who is Professor of Eating Disorders at the Institute of Psychiatry, 
and her team. We saw the first full performance of ‘Mess’ on 16 March at the Institute of 
Education, Bedford Way, London. Professor Schmidt was also present and we spoke with 
her about her views of the likely impact of the piece on people with eating disorders. An 
earlier performance of part of the piece had been given to day patients with eating disorders 
under Professor Schmidt’s care. The piece had provoked discussion that Professor Schmidt 
had thought was helpful for some of the patients and was not harmful to any. ‘Mess’ provides 
insights into the perspectives of people with anorexia nervosa, and into those of relatives 
and friends. It is sometimes humorous but never dismissive of the difficulties experienced by 
sufferers and their families. Overall it provides an optimistic but realistic view of recovery. The 
piece is likely to provoke some painful thoughts and feelings in some members of an audience 
and particularly those who have been affected directly or indirectly by eating disorders. Such 
thoughts and feelings may well be helpful although there is a possibility, as with any theatre 
that deals with mental disorder or other potentially painful human experiences, that the piece 
will cause significant upset in a few audience members.

Recommendations
In light of the fact that ‘Mess’ raises issues about the experiences of people with anorexia 
nervosa we make the following two recommendations.
1. That all the publicity material states that ‘Mess’ is a piece about anorexia nervosa. 
2. That audience members are given the contact details of Beat and informed that Beat 
provides support for people with eating disorders and their families and friends. We 
recommend that this information is provided but without any suggestion that ‘Mess’ may 
provoke problematic thoughts.* 
We would be very happy to comment on any publicity or information material or to be 
approached for further discussion.

* NB. Beat is a UK organisation - we will look to engage with organisations local to your venue that provide support 
for those with eating disorders, their friends and family. Contact details will be made available to all audiences.

We consulted Ethox (a leading UK charity working in the field of medical ethics and the public) to 
ensure we were implementing best practice at all times in relation to our audience and people who 
may be affected by issues discussed in the play.
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TEACHER INFORMATION POST-SHOW

TYPES OF EATING DISORDERS

The most well known eating disorders are Anorexia Nervosa (AN), where people eat very 
little and have an intense fear of gaining weight, and Bulimia Nervosa (BN), where people 
will alternate between binge eating (eating a lot of food very quickly) and then compensating 
in some way, such as by making themselves vomit or using laxatives. The third eating disorder
involves frequently binge eating, and is called Binge Eating Disorder (BED).
Although AN, BN and BED are the most well known eating disorders, about half of 
patients do not meet the criteria for these conditions. For example, a person may show all 
the symptoms of AN but still have a normal weight. In these cases, patients are diagnosed 
with an atypical eating disorder, which is called an Eating Disorder Not Otherwise Specified 
(EDNOS) or a Feeding or Eating Disorders Not Elsewhere Classified (FED-NEC).

WHO IS AFFECTED BY EATING DISORDERS? Eating disorders affect people of all 
ages, ethnicities, backgrounds and genders. However, they are most common in adolescent 
girls. Approximately 0.4% of adolescent girls will suffer from AN, 1.5% will suffer from BN 
and 2% will suffer from BED. This means that in an average secondary school (500 girls, 500 
boys), it is likely that around 2 girls will suffer from AN, around 7-8 girls will suffer from BN 
and around 10 girls will suffer from BED. That said, it is not at all uncommon for boys to 
develop eating disorders; around 10% of patients are male.

There are other types of eating disorders that are even lesser known and don’t appear to fall 
into neat categories.
Avoidant/Restrictive Food Intake Disorder (ARFID) is not accompanied by a concern 
about weight or body shape. It is distinguished from being a “picky eater” by the severity of 
the restricted range of foods, impacts on physical health (malnutrition) and level of emotional 
disturbance.
Although it has not been officially recognized by the American Psychiatric Association, 
Orthorexia, sometimes called Healthy Eating Disorder, is characterized by an obsession with 
eating only “pure” foods, rigid dietary restriction, and compulsive exercising.

It is estimated between 10-40% of people 
with eating disorders are male and 
often they are untreated due to a lack 
of awareness and increased stigma. That 
said, it is not at all uncommon for boys to 
develop eating disorders; around 10% of 
patients are male. 
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WHAT ‘CAUSES’ EATING DISORDERS?

As with most mental disorders, there is no single cause of eating disorders. These conditions are brought on 
by a combination of biological, psychological and social factors. For this reason, we talk about risk factors 
for eating disorders. We cannot say that particular things cause eating disorders but we can say that they 
increase the chance that people develop these conditions.
Research into risk factors for eating disorders is in early stages. However, we are starting to understand what 
things are associated with developing eating disorders. Some risk factors are:
• Having difficulty in family relationships
• Lacking a strong social support network
• Being female
• A family history of eating disorders or obesity
• Experiencing abuse/other adverse life events 
• Having a genetic vulnerability 
• Strict dieting
• A perfectionist, anxious or obsessive personality
• Having low self esteem
• Being very concerned with weight and shape

HOW CAN I TELL IF SOMEONE HAS AN EATING DISORDER?

It can sometimes be difficult to tell whether someone has an eating disorder. Symptoms are not always 
visible and eating disorders can make people very secretive. Some signs of a problem can be:
• Rapid gaining or losing of weight
• Becoming isolated from friends
• Eating less, skipping meals or cutting out whole food groups (e.g. dairy, carbs)
• Eating food in unusual ways (e.g. eating very quickly, or cutting it up into tiny pieces)
• Not wanting to eat infront of others
• Wearing baggy clothes
• Complaining of feeling cold, even in summer
• Visiting the toilet after meals
• Chewing gum and drinking lots of water
• Tooth decay, dull hair and brittle nails

•  Genetic factors. Eating Disorders are hereditary and research indicates between 50-85% of the risk may be 
genetic
•  Restrictive Dieting. One study showed teens who engaged in restrictive dieting were 12 times more likely to 
develop an eating disorder than teens who didn't diet. The act of losing a great deal of weight in a short period 
of time can "turn on" an eating disorder in those who have the genetic vulnerability
•  Being female. Theories about why include: females may feel more pressured to diet; higher testosterone levels 
in boys' brains may have a protective factor
•  Being involved in a sport that has a weight or aesthetic focus (jockeys, gymnasts, track athletes, wrestlers, 
ballerinas and others) have a higher incidence of eating disorders, likely due to restrictive eating patterns to 
"make weight" or keep a thin physique
•  Having a personality type that is high-achieving, perfectionist, with great attention to detail
•  Having difficulty with emotional regulation, or being a "super-feeler"
•  Experiencing traumatic events or stressful life/family circumstances
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TREATING EATING DISORDERS 
Many people with eating disorders find it difficult to seek out treatment. However, with the right treatment, 
most people will recover. The recommended treatments for eating disorders are talking therapies, such as 
Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT), which helps people to challenge unhelpful thoughts and attitudes. For 
young people, Family Therapy (working with the young person alongside their parents) is also helpful. Only a 
small number of people, with very severe eating disorders, will be treated as an inpatient (staying in hospital).

GOING ON FROM HERE: OTHER PSHE RESOURCES

Beat, the UK’s eating disorder charity, has developed ‘pick up and go’ PSHE resources for students in KS3 and 
KS4 about eating disorders, called Educate Too. These can be found here: www.b-eat. co.uk/support-us/for-
professionals/training/educate-too/ You can also develop your own resources. Some teachers are concerned that 
talking about eating disorders will “give students ideas” and cause students to develop eating disorders. However, 
there is no evidence that this is true. 
If you are planning your own lessons, some key learning points are: 
• Knowing the signs and symptoms of the different eating disorders 
• Exploring why people develop eating disorders 
• Brainstorming sources of support, and what to do if you are worried about a friends including what barriers 
you might face (e.g. what if your friend denies it, or asks you
not to tell anyone?)
• Critically evaluating common myths about eating disorders. Some examples are:
 “Eating disorders are caused by size zero models”
 “People with eating disorders are just trying to get some attention”
 “You have to be skinny to have an eating disorder”

FURTHER INFORMATION Sources of information and support for anyone affected by an eating disorder (including 
friends and families), or anyone wanting to learn more, can be found at the website for the UK’s eating disorder 
charity: Beat (www.b-eat.co.uk). There are also good leaflets on eating disorders by the Royal College of Psychiatrists 
(www.rcpsych. ac.uk/mentalhealthinfoforall/problems/eatingdisorders/eatingdisorders.aspx) and Young Minds (www. 
youngminds.org.uk/assets/0000/1406/Worried_about_eating_problems_.pdf ). A resource designed specifically for 
teachers supporting students with eating disorders is: The Eating Disorders Pocketbook by Pooky Knightsmith (ISBN: 
978-1 906610494).

The right treatment involves early intervention, a well-coordinated team of professionals who can monitor both the 
physical and psychological impacts of the illness and using evidence-based approaches. Research indicates the talking 
therapies like Cognitive Based Therapy (CBT) work best for bulimia, while Family-Based Therapy (FBT) is the 
recommended treatment for anorexia or ARFID. 
It is important to seek help early, rather than waiting until the illness has become more entrenched. It is incorrect to 
think an eating disorder will just go away on its own. While some people may have disordered eating patterns that 
resolve, when it reaches the point of a full-blown eating disorder, ignoring it can be very dangerous.
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The Eating Disorder Support Network of Alberta (EDSNA) has many resources, facts, videos, books and supports listed 
on their website. www.EDSNA.ca 
A resource page for educators that includes an excellent workbook and free lesson plans on body image: www.EDSNA.ca/
educators.html 
Information for coaches and fitness trainers, please visit: www.EDSNA.ca/for-coaches--trainers.html 
Resources, guides, etc for healthcare professionals, visit: www.EDSNA.ca/for-healthcare-professionals.html
Resources, videos, and more for parents, partners and loved ones, visit: www.EDSNA.ca/for-parents---loved ones.html
EDSNA also provides professionally-facilitated, low cost, support groups for with eating disorders over the age of 18 in 
Calgary, Edmonton and online via video conference. If a family has a child/youth affected, EDSNA works to support the 
parents to help their child recover. 
To learn more about the support groups available, visit: www.EDSNA.ca/support-groups-by-edsna.html 
Other community supports in Calgary can be found here: www.EDSNA.ca/other-community-support.html 
TREATMENT
For information about the Calgary Eating Disorder Program (which is publicly-funded) on treatment options, please visit: 
www.EDSNA.ca/calgary-eating-disorder-program.html  
Other private treatment professionals in Calgary can be found here: www.EDSNA.ca/calgary.html

Recommended Resources
Other School-based Resources
Beyond Images (online teaching resources) http://nedic.ca/beyond-images
Kater, K. (2012). Healthy bodies: Teaching kids what they need to know. www.bodyimagehealth.org
The Student Body (Canadian online program) http://thestudentbody.aboutkidshealth.ca/
Calgary school-based eating disorder prevention, Dr. Angela Grace, Ph.D. dr.angela.grace@gmail.com   www.
heartcenteredcounselling.com

Websites for Resources & Information
National Eating Disorder Information Centre: www.nedic.ca
Eating Disorder Support Network of Alberta http://www.eatingdisordersupportnetworkofalberta.com/
Silver Linings Foundation https://www.silverliningsfoundation.ca/
Healthy Body Image: www.thebodypositive.org
Health at Every Size: www.haescommunity.org
Rudd Centre (Food Policy, Weight Bias, Teacher & Parent resources):  http://www.uconnruddcenter.org/weight-bias-
stigma-schools-and-educators

Books  (*highly recommended)
*Chadwick, D. (2009). You’d Be So Pretty If . . .: Teaching Our Daughters to Love Their Bodies--Even When We Don’t 
Love Our Own. Philadelphia, PA: Da Capo Press.
Friedman, S. S. (2000). When girls feel fat: Helping girls through adolescence. Toronto: HarperCollins.
Friedman, S. S. (2002). Body thieves - Help girls reclaim their natural bodies and become physically active. Vancouver, BC 
(Canada): Salal Books. [see www.salal.com]
Kater, K. (2004). Real kids come in all sizes: 10 essential lessons to build your child’s body esteem. New York: Broadway 
Books.
Kelly, J. (2002). Dads and daughters: How to inspire, understand, and support your Daughter when she is growing up so 
fast. New York: Broadway Books.
Maine, M. (2004). Father hunger (2nd ed.). Carlsbad, CA: Gurze.
*Mills, A., & Osborne, B. (2003). Shapesville. www.gurzebooks.com
*Satter, E. (2004). Your child’s weight: Helping without harming. Madison, WI:Kelcy Press.
*Zeckhausen, D., & Boyd, B. (2008). Full mouse, empty mouse: A tale of food and feelings. Washington, DC: Magination 
Press.

Other resources
Access Mental Health   403-266-HELP (4357)

http://www.EDSNA.ca 
http://www.EDSNA.ca/educators.html 
http://www.EDSNA.ca/educators.html 
http://www.EDSNA.ca/for-coaches--trainers.html
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http://www.EDSNA.ca/for-parents---loved ones.html
http://www.EDSNA.ca/support-groups-by-edsna.html
http://www.EDSNA.ca/other-community-support.html
http://www.EDSNA.ca/calgary-eating-disorder-program.html
http://www.EDSNA.ca/calgary.html
http://nedic.ca/beyond-images
http://www.bodyimagehealth.org
http://thestudentbody.aboutkidshealth.ca/
mailto:dr.angela.grace%40gmail.com?subject=
mailto:www.heartcenteredcounselling.com?subject=
mailto:www.heartcenteredcounselling.com?subject=
http://www.nedic.ca
http://www.eatingdisordersupportnetworkofalberta.com/
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http://www.uconnruddcenter.org/weight-bias-stigma-schools-and-educators 
http://www.uconnruddcenter.org/weight-bias-stigma-schools-and-educators 
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MOST COMMON POST-SHOW Q&A RESPONSES

It is common for us to hold a Q&A with the company after a performance. Here are some 
examples of the most common questions that are raised and our responses. The questions tend to 
fall into two categories: questions about the show & questions about eating disorders.

1. What inspired you to make the show?
A talk I did at my old school where I spoke about having struggled with anorexia. I was stunned by the 
number of people who wanted to speak to me about my experiences and share their concerns/experiences 
after the talk. I decided to try to make a show that opened up a space for more open communication about 
eating disorders that was seemingly in so much demand.

2. Is it difficult/dangerous for you to continually perform the show/relive those experiences?
We’ve become very experienced in caring for one another as a company – there is lots of checking in with 
one another. We also work with a therapist as a group every two weeks. For me, I don’t feel damaged – I 
waited to make this show until I felt I was at a point in my recovery where it was safe for me to do so.

3. Are you doing this show in schools?
Yes, for the first time in autumn 2013 and it’s accompanied by an eating disorder awareness workshop 
that we developed with experts from the Institute of Psychiatry.

4. How have people responded to the show since it started touring?
In all sorts of ways, but the response has been overwhelmingly positive – whether from the theatre 
industry, people from the eating disorder world or from the general public. I’m thrilled that this tour 
has taken Mess to so many different audiences (village halls, mental health conferences, theatre festivals, 
studio theatres, schools, universities, audiences of NHS employees…) and each audience has found their 
way to connect with the story being told.

5. Do many sufferers of anorexia come to see the show and how do they respond?
Every sufferer is different but of those I have had contact with afterwards (whether in person, on twitter 
or by email) the response has been very positive – a sense of being understood by the piece - and it helping 
to encourage that understanding in others.

6. Is it sometimes hard to perform the show?
Yes – the ending of the show is very honest and I do still have ‘bad days’ ; on those days it does feel hard to 
tell this story. Never damaging, but hard.

7. Can you imagine someone else doing the show?
I’d love that to happen. We want to keep performing it currently but once we’ve moved on to other 
things, if there is still the interest from other theatre companies, it’d be great for the show to keep being 
seen.
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8. What was it like for the other performers to make a show about something so personal to Caroline?
It was a privilege to be let in to such a personal story and to be able to ask questions about Caroline’s experiences. At 
times, the difficulty of the illness was very present and weighed quite heavily on us all but it’s been very rewarding. 
It’s a nice feeling to think that as well as being a piece of theatre we all believe in, it might be doing something to raise 
awareness about eating disorders too.

9. Has it been a cathartic process?
No – rather the opposite in that I have to take care that sitting in these thoughts doesn’t allow me to slip back into old 
habits. I also waited until I felt at a safe distance from the peak of my own experience of anorexia before making the 
show.

10. How did you create the show?
Through improvisation on scenes from a storyboard that Caroline had created from her experiences. The improvisations 
were captured on video or in notes and Caroline would draft a version of the scene that we’d then return to in the 
rehearsal room and refine further. We also did lots of work-in-progress performances along the way to test material with 
audiences.

11. My friend/daughter etc is struggling with anorexia, how can I help?
Everyone is different but some of the things we suggest when we deliver the eating disorder workshop are:
• To express your concerns to the individual whilst not allowing your entire relationship with them to become focused on 
the eating disorder or on food.
• To suggest ways that they could look for support, for example making an appointment with their doctor or looking at 
the Beat website.
• To remember they need to look after themselves too, people around the sufferer often come under great strain. Perhaps 
this will involve talking about their concerns to someone that they trust.
• To look for ways to connect with the person that don’t involve food.
• To remember that recover is often a long, complicated process and thateating disorders are psychological disorders – you 
can’t always see them.
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A SHORT SELECTION OF TEACHER
 & STUDENT FEEDBACK
I would like to take this opportunity to tell you that you deeply impressed both the teaching 
staff and our students during your fantastic performance last week. I felt privileged to have 
had the opportunity to be a part of the audience and to have experienced such an emotive and 
pertinent piece. I left feeling grateful for the unique insight you gave me to a very serious issue, 
one which I fear affects more and
more young people every year.

The professionalism of your performance at every point of view; from your stage presence, 
script and costumes, to the props and the sound effects, gave our students in the performing 
arts department something very tangible to strive for. This also gave our students the relevancy 
of a beautifully scripted piece of work. 

I thank you for your dedication and generosity in giving our students an experience to reflect 
on and remember for years to come.

Jennifer Watts
Assistant Principal
Brooke Weston Academy

I liked exploring the issues in an approachable / non-awkward manner. Acting it out was 
easier than just talking about it.

Student

The impact [Mess] had on our students was both powerful and positive. It is difficult to 
generate dialogue about eating disorders - it could not have offered us more in this respect. It 
enabled our students to capture a glimpse of the difficulties and challenges of this…Without 
prompting, we found them openly discussing the subject with each other, and allowing time 
for discussion in form time enabled students to increase their knowledge and understanding, 
based on the resources provided. The
accessibility of the performance through the use of songs and humour really appealed and they 
were to have had the opportunity to see it. 

If Mess is on tour again in the future, expect Dame Alice Owens to be on the list!

Claire Balkind
Sixth Form Head of Year
Dame Alice Owen’s School

I liked the comfortable feeling we immediately felt, and the knowledge we now have of these 
eating disorders, which could be beneficial in our future, whether helping someone else or 
ourselves

Student
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AUDIENCE FEEDBACK
“Mess is without a doubt one of the strongest pieces of theatre I have ever seen. To tackle 
a sensitive and taboo issue such as an eating disorder is no mean feat, a lot of the audience 
will have a limited understanding of the illness, others may find it uncomfortable and it’s 
easy to offend people who may have had experience with it. The show had a brilliant balance 
between giving a real insight into the characters condition and keeping a serious tone, as well 
as introducing some humour too. Personally, I found the 60 minute performance very intense, 
and would have been quite harrowing were it not for the injections of laughs mainly provided 
by the actor playing keyboard and various other instruments to give a more sensual and
engrossing experience for the audience…I found the whole performance gripping, and 
become emotionally attached to the all of the characters. The ending, however, was what I 
felt was the strongest part. Throughout, I had wondered how they were going to finish the 
performance after such an engaging show, anorexia is not as simple as a definitive start and 
finish, how would they represent this? They didn’t disappoint.”

15 year old with a history of anorexia

“I saw Mess at The Traverse the week before last, and I haven’t stopped thinking about it since. 
It was unlike anything I’d ever seen before, and I thought it was truly inspiring, magical and 
moving. I suffered from anorexia myself whilst at drama school, and have found the textbook-
like television coverage of the subject really frustrating. It was so refreshing to see a production 
that used humour and lightness, and that was specific and personal and true. I just wanted you 
to know that your performance has left me feeling really motivated and empowered, and has 
helped me to realise that, whilst food will always be an issue for me, it doesn’t have to rule
my life any more. I wish you and your company the very best of luck in your tour. I’ll certainly 
be recommending it to my friends!” 

Jessica

“A very truthful and wonderfully refreshing addition to debate about the subject.” Theatre 
school graduate who had cared for someone suffering with anorexia “I saw your show Mess in 
Edinburgh last week and I wanted to write and tell you how amazing and moving I thought it 
was. I am 15 and I have recently recovered from anorexia. but your show was so lovely because 
you showed exactly how it is and you didn’t make it sound all weird and creepy. I also found it 
really helpful to think of it as an illness without an ending or a start, because I think I’ll always 
think in a certain way. I found your performance really uplifting and inspiring. and made me 
feel okay about having recovered from the illness. I thought that you talked through how
having the illness actually feels and actually is - that it’s not to do with appearance, but more 
to do with getting locked into a routine. I could empathise with everything that happened to 
you.” 

Martha
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“I saw your performance of ‘Mess’ at the Traverse on Friday, and just wanted to write an email to say how 
inspirational I thought it was. I have suffered from anorexia myself, but used to find it a ‘taboo’ topic to 
discuss. I really felt that this performance helped to break down social preconceptions and stigma to create 
an extremely engaging, funny and moving piece. Reading the script after the show has made me think 
even more about what it means to be ‘better- simply to be able to relax. I hope that this performance is not 
stopped at Edinburgh, but is
used in an educational capacity to schoolgirls (and boys) to debunk the myths that eating disorders are 
‘glamorous’. Thank you so much for changing my perspective.” 

Hannah
“I thought the show was a revelation- who would have thought that a show about anorexia could be funny or 
accessible to young adults BUT THEN- it is totally insane and often gets you when you are young. So why 
not? You guys burst a bubble, lifted a taboo I sat there with water leaking from my eyes feeling ashamed as 
if I had been found out and publicly undress. A kind of PTSD of the world of eating disorders IT WAS A 
MAGNIFICENT TOUR DE FORCE” 

Belinda 

“Caroline has a personal experience that she shares with thousands of other young people. She is telling 
us her story with an extraordinary talent and charm, so we can all understand a little bit more than we did 
before. I feel the company are finding a balance in performance between honesty and pain, and telling a
story that treads a fine line between delight and despair. We work regularly with young people, in particular 
young women, so for PAC this piece feels not just relevant, but vital.“ 

Allegra Galvin (Artistic Director of Parabola Arts Centre, part of Cheltenham Ladies College)

“I was nervous of seeing the show and being reminded of Caroline and our (as her family) struggle with 
anorexia and her slow recovery – but I loved it. The character of Boris felt like me as I had tried to help 
Caroline but always seemed to get it wrong. The humour and playfulness helped me connect with it and still
engage with the moments of pain”. 

Sally Horton (Caroline Horton’s mother)

For any further details please contact
Ed Collier | China Plate
ed@chinaplatetheatre.com | +44 (0) 79 5763 6034


